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When you look at these glorious, mystical Sigils in a specific state of mind, magic happens. The

magic happens within you and is reflected in your world. This book contains two types of magic.

Contemplation Magic can give you great insight and wisdom, and will help you develop abilities and

create new aspects of your personality. Results Magic can be used to make changes in the world

around you. This is the simplest form of magic known, but it works. Each Sigil of Power contains

one of The 72 Names of God. These are mighty three-letter words, written in Hebrew. These sacred

names are a trigger for real magic.There is one small problem â€“ thereâ€™s lots of misinformation

out there when it comes to the 72 Names. Although there are some first-rate books, and even a few

useful websites, thereâ€™s a lot of poorly researched material that will lead you away from the

magic. Often the names are incorrectly listed, badly drawn or their secrets are concealed.Here, the

72 Names of God are presented as visual Sigils, complete with the secret Words of Power that

activate them. There are detailed instructions for working on inner change and outer magic. More

than 300 individual powers are explored in this book.The Names are written as clearly and

beautifully as possible, bound by a solid circle to enhance your focus. Each letter was handcrafted,

based on traditional techniques and the visual requirements of modern readers. The Names in this

book are the most accurate and accessible that you can find. You will discover how to:Use the

names to access angelic power.Work with Contemplation Magic to gain insight and wisdom.Use

Results Magic to change yourself and your world.Attract the things, people and events that will

make you happy.Banish pain, loneliness, sadness and regret.Develop new character traits.Discover

your true will and inner needs.When you work with these Sigils of Power you will gain a stronger

connection to yourself, and the better you know yourself the easier it is for all your desires to

manifest. That is the real power of Divine Magic.
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Before I launch into my review, let me say words that describe this book: PRACTICAL,

DESCRIPTIVE, SUCCESS, it WORKS, a FEW MINUTES, POWER, EXPERIENCE, and I have

already found Good Things from reading it.I was not sure how to title this review. Why?I was going

to say, "An intense Primer". Occasionally a book will cause me to reflect upon my first year of "what

is magick?" trials, insecurity, and variable-strength results. This book gives a lot of PRACTICAL

strategies to deep questions I wish I had 5 years ago. But it isn't written like a Primer. "Old hands" to

magick will find it useful.I was going to say, "An intense manual for the Names". It does give a lot of

easy-to-find information, in a clear, straightforward way that stays on point and is DESCRIPTIVE,

yet embraces brevity. But it's not dry, and Zanna writes personably.I bought it because I have had

much SUCCESS using the materials presented by Damon Brand, who knows this author and

interviewed her for readers on his website. They are members of The Gallery of Magick, a group of

people who only bother with magick that WORKS, and that write good, clear, usable stuff.Blaise

educates the reader in the viewpoint of Contemplative Magick as a subset of Results Magick, and

likens them to squares and rectangles, respectively. The old Geometry adage, "All squares are

rectangles, but not all rectangles are squares" came to mind quickly. You get results with

Contemplative Magick, but you do not use the trappings and long rituals more commonly found in

Results-based grimoires.The Magick presented here can be done in a FEW MINUTES. Or people

can stretch it out.
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